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Aero Bravo announces major advancements in ACMI and air

charter services with a modern Boeing 777-200 ER fleet,

ready for operations from the UAE.

DUBAI, DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, July 30, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Aero Bravo, a dynamic force in the

aviation industry, proudly announces significant

advancements in its ACMI and air charter services.

Established on November 21, 2022, through a strategic

alliance between the Lootah Group and ECT Aviation

Support, Aero Bravo is set to redefine excellence in

aviation leasing from its base in Dubai.

Unmatched Expertise and Modern Fleet

Aero Bravo operates a state-of-the-art fleet of Boeing

777-200 ER aircraft, strategically positioned to serve key

markets in Europe, Asia, and Africa. The company has

successfully acquired the entire ex-fleet of B777-200

from a Gulf-based airline and is currently performing the

necessary D-checks on these aircraft to bring them back

to full airworthiness status, utilizing the services of an EASA class MRO.

Comprehensive ACMI and Charter Solutions

At Aero Bravo, we specialize in ACMI (Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, Insurance) and long-term full

charter services. We are committed to offering flexible, reliable, and efficient flight operations

tailored to meet the diverse needs of our global clientele.

- ACMI Services: Aero Bravo's ACMI leasing solutions provide a turnkey option for airlines seeking

to expand capacity. Our comprehensive services include providing the aircraft, with complete

crew support, maintenance, and insurance coverage, allowing our clients to scale operations

seamlessly, particularly during peak seasons.
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- Long-Term Full Charter Services: Designed for tourism operators, corporate clients, and other

entities needing dedicated aircraft over specific periods, our full charters provide reliable and

strategic solutions. We customize every aspect of the journey, from onboard amenities to

scheduling, ensuring an extraordinary experience tailored to our clients' specific needs.

- Future Ad-Hoc Charter Services: While we currently focus on ACMI and long-term charters, we

plan to roll out ad-hoc charter services once more aircraft are operational, starting at the

beginning of next year.

Upcoming Aircraft Availability

The first of our newly acquired aircraft will be ready for ACMI business by the end of next month.

We welcome any inquiries for this aircraft now. The remaining aircraft in our fleet will

incrementally enter operations starting the last quarter of this year.

Commitment to Excellence and Customer Satisfaction

Aero Bravo is committed to fostering transparent, enduring relationships with our clients. Our

mission is to redefine excellence in aviation leasing by providing reliable and bespoke solutions

that surpass industry standards. We strive to transform expectations into extraordinary

experiences, ensuring that every journey with Aero Bravo is seamless and stress-free.

“We are thrilled to introduce Aero Bravo to the global aviation market,” said Captain Mohammed

Abdulrazzaq, Managing Director of Aero Bravo. “Our partnership with the Lootah Group and ECT

Aviation Support has enabled us to combine infrastructural prowess with advanced maintenance

capabilities, allowing us to offer unparalleled leasing solutions. We are dedicated to exceeding

client expectations and setting new benchmarks in the industry.”

About Aero Bravo

Founded through a visionary partnership between the Lootah Group and ECT Aviation Support,

Aero Bravo operates from Dubai, providing top-tier ACMI and air charter services to a global

clientele. Our modern fleet of Boeing 777-200 ER aircraft and experienced team ensure that we

meet the diverse operational needs of our clients with reliability and flexibility.

For media inquiries or more information, please contact:

Aero Bravo Airplane Management & Operation LLC  

Office 203, 2nd Floor, Lootah Group of Companies Building  

Marrakesh Street, Umm Ramool, Near Dubai Airport Terminal-3  

Dubai, United Arab Emirates  

Commercial Email: sales@aerobravo.ae  

Phone: +971506904040  



Experience the Aero Bravo difference today. Where excellence takes flight.

Captain Mohammed Abdulrazzaq

Aero Bravo Airplane Management & Operation LLC

+ +971 50 690 4040

sales@aerobravo.ae
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